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CHAPTER 3. DATABASES FROM DATED STELAE 

Basic Approach 
To realise the aims of the study, it was necessary to obtain as large a number as possible of 
dated stelae from the Twelfth Dynasty and to analyse their features. In order to carry out such 
an analysis the following assumptions were required.    

• Any stela that contains a dating phrase such as rnpt X xr Hm nswt bity N anxw Dt  (X 
being a regnal year and N a king’s cartouche), is dated to the reign of that king  (or 
even to a particular year in his reign). Alternatively (following Freed, 1996), if the stela 
contains a cartouche (or cartouches) of a king in the early part of the inscription it is 
dated to the reign of that king. (I have not found any stela in which the dating formula 
is associated with any name of the king other than the birth name and the throne name.)  

• Whether or not they are dated internally by a cartouche (as in the first assumption) 
stelae made within any reign have sufficient features in common to allow each of them 
to be recognised as belonging to that reign. 

• In this, the absence of a particular feature is as important as its presence; no piece of 
evidence, positive or negative, should be neglected. 

 
Data Collection 
In order to build up the required body of information on which to base the analysis, I examined 
as many stelae as I could find from the Twelfth Dynasty that could be dated on internal 
evidence. For each of the seventy stelae that I found the first step was to prepare a detailed 
description, drawing on published material or, where possible (55 of the 70 stelae used in the 
analysis), on physical examination of the stelae. The seventy stelae, each with its owner’s name 
and title, the reign in which the owner lived and the reference name by which the stela is 
identified in the Table of Characteristics, are listed in the Table of Dated Stelae. 

All of the features collected from the seventy test stelae and defined in this chapter were used 
in the analysis. But to save space and to avoid large sparse tables, in the present document only 
those features found to be important in the final analysis are included in the six tables relating 
the stelae to the reigns in which they originated.  I have been unable to find stelae dated to the 
reigns of Amenemhat I (before the disputed coregency with Senusret I, which is outside the 
scope of this study) or of Sobekneferu. Hence the limitation to six sections. 

Only after I had described a fair number of the stelae was it possible to decide what 
characteristics it would be necessary to record for analysis and I arrived at about 180 items to 
be included. Because of the large body of data arising from the examination of these dated 
stelae, it would be extremely difficult, if not impossible, without the assistance of statistical 
analysis, to extract the necessary information and to organise it so that it could be used to date 
stelae lacking an internal date. The approach taken in this study uses the statistical analyses 
described in Chapter 4. 

Databases of Stelae Characteristics and Features 
For reasons of copyright, no detailed descriptions or photographs of the stelae are included in 
this document, but the properties of the stelae, on which the analysis is based, are included in 
the following text.  All of the features used in the analysis are listed in the database definitions 
later in this chapter. Data derived from the dated stelae forms a database in which are recorded 
about 180 separate features (as noted above). For convenience of handling and presentation 
the data were stored in the form of four separate databases. The volume of data is far too great 
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to be shown completely in this summary; only the properties most important in comparing 
stelae from the different reigns are included in the Table of Characteristics. This table is given 
at the end of the chapter as Tables 1 (a) to 1(d) divided into six parts, one for each of the rulers 
for whom I was able to find stelae; thus, there is no data for Amenemhat I or for Sobekneferu. 

The contents of the full databases are described below in the database definitions which follow: 

• Table 1. Pattern Database. 

• Table 2. Text Database. 

• Table 3. Tableau Database. 

• Table 4. Miscellaneous Database. 

In general terms the complete databases contain the following information: 

• The Pattern Database assigns a reference number to each stela and records its general 
appearance together with the cartouches and epithets of the king in whose reign it was 
made. 

• The Text Database uses the reference number and records the gods and the ways in 
which they are referred to in the stelae; it also records the offerings that are shown in 
the hieroglyphic text and aspects of the funerary formula.  

• The Tableau Database describes the tableaux (scenes) depicted in the stelae, including 
the figures and their attitudes, their names and their relationships, the furniture and the 
offerings shown. 

• The Miscellaneous Database records the titles of the person commemorated by the 
stela, some biographical information, festivals mentioned in the text and particular 
prayers, as defined  by Barta (1968), included in the text. Because none of the features 
in this database proved to be significant in the statistical analysis, none of them are 
shown in the summary table.   

In the database plans, each feature makes allowance for either a series of possibilities, such as 
different materials (each identified by a single letter), or for simple presence (which is indicated 
simply by an ‘x’ in the tables). In fact, the statistical analysis program would not accept a blank 
to indicate that a particula feature was absent and an entry was included for “absent”; this is 
ignored in the following text. Each feature is identified with a two- or three-letter group, 
initially intended to be a mnemonic (such as ‘Txt’), but this scheme failed and less helpful 
groups of letters (such as ‘msc’ for cloth hald by the man) had to be used. 

Pattern Database 
The Pattern Database definition is shown in Figures 1 (a), and1 (b). Generally, the brief 
statement given is sufficient to define the feature, but the following notes are provided for 
clarification of some of the features.  

• The stela identification (Stela) was intended to relate to the museum in which the stela 
is held and to the catalogue number, but in a few cases it has been necessary to use 
names related to the author of a description of the stela or to its provenance. The 
number (No) is provided only for convenience; it is shown in the Table of Dated Stelae.  

• The Format of the stela includes its shape (subheading Shp). The terms ‘Portrait’ 
(higher than wide) and ‘Landscape’ (wider than high) are used in the same sense as in 
the printing industry. The ‘False Door’ refers to the torus moulding and cavetto 
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cornice, but not necessarily the door jambs themselves. I have made a distinction 
between the semicircular top, with no shoulder where the curve meets the straight 
sides, and the arcuate top where such a shoulder exists. The subheading Txt in the 
lunette contents implies some continuous hieroglyphic inscription, more than the simple 
bHdty, classified as Bhd. 

• The Cartouches and Epithets allow for two kings to be represented, each by the 
obvious abbreviation with an Arabic numeral replacing the usual Latin, and each with a 
full set of epithets. Where there is a cartouche, it usually contains the throne name 
(subheading Thr) preceded by nswt bity, which is not noted; when there is a cartouche 
containing the birth name (subheading Bth), no note is made of the inclusion of sA ra. 
The subheading Ank allows for the various epithets that follow the cartouche. 
Allowance is also made for the inclusion of epithets within a long cartouche (Clg). 

PATTERN DATABASE 

Identification:  Id: Museum identification or equivalent. 
    No: Assigned reference number 
Material:   Mat: Limestone:   l 
     Quartzite:   q 
     Sandstone:   s 
     Granite:   g 
     Composite:   c 
     Other    o 
Shape:   Shp: Portrait:   p 
     Landscape:   l 
     Rectangle (False door): d 
     Semicircular top:  s 
     Low arcuate top:  a 
     Other:   o 
Lunette Contents: Dsk: Winged disk:  x 
      Bhd: bHdty    x 
    Txt: Text:    x 
    Srk: Serekh:       x 
    Off: Offerings:      x    
    Lgd: God(s):             x 
    Eye: wdjat-eyes:     x 
Cartouches and Epithets: 
    Kg1: Amenemhat:  Am N  (where N is a number) 
     Senusret:   St N 
    Bth: Birth name:  x 
    Thr: Throne name:  x  

Hnm:Horus name:  x  
Nnm:nbty  name:  x (Two Ladies name) 

    Naa: nTr aA :     x (Great god) 
    Ltl: nb tAwy :   x (Lord of the Two Lands) 

Figure 1 (a) 
Cartouches and Epithets (cont):  
    Ank: di anx   a (Given life) 
     (di) anx Dt   e (Life for ever) 
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     di anx wAs Dt  d (Given life, dominion for ever) 
     di anx Dd wAs ...  f (Given life, stability, dominion) 
     di anx mi ra  r (Given life like Ra)    
     di anx mi ra Dt  s (Given life like Ra for ever) 
    Clg: Long cartouche:  x (With name and epithets) 

Kg2: Amenemhat:  Am N 
     Senusret:     St N 
     Then follow the epithets from Bth to Ank as above. 

Figure 1 (b) 

Text Database 
The Text Database definition is shown in Figures 2 (a) and 2 (b). The identification (Id and 
No) are the same as those in the Pattern database. 

• Under the heading Gods, Osiris, Anubis and Wepwawet are those most commonly 
referred to on the stelae, and each has his own series of epithets, for which allowance is 
made in the database. As the name of Anubis is sometimes spelt out, allowance is made 
for script ‘s’ or a single sign ‘g’. Osiris is occasionally represented by a single sign, but 
more frequently by two signs, with (‘d’) or without (‘n’) a determinative. The other 
fact worthy of comment is the number of  variants of the spelling of the town of 
Busiris, for which codes are provided. Provision is made for other gods that appear 
only in terms of their presence or absence. 

• Under the heading Formula, are three subheadings: Dif, to signify whether or not the 
offerings are to be made by the god (or gods) on behalf of the king; Rql to signify 
whether a request is made to the living to present prayers or offerings on behalf of the 
deceased; and Own to show the terms of the offerings - directly to the owner or to his 
ka - in each case with or without the epithet ‘venerated one’.  

• After considerable thought I omitted the choice between the two horizontal forms of 
the opening phrase of the offering formula. The reasons were: first, Smither’s (1938) 
assertion that the format of the opening phrase of the offering formula 7

!
/(  is usual 

in the Middle Kingdom and the doubt which he throws on the date of CG20702, and 
second, Barta’s (1968) statement that only four inscriptions (all graffiti) including the 
form 7(/!#  are certainly dated to the Twelfth Dynasty. With only one example in the 
seventy dated stelae using the latter form it is very unlikely that the choice is sufficiently 
statistically significant to change the decision tree. 

• In the Offering List, in explanation of the word ‘Separate’ attached to t and Hnqt, as 

stated earlier, I have chosen  to translate the group #  as ‘invocation offerings’, and 
to include bread and beer in the list only if they are shown separately. The adjectives 
nfr(t) and wab(t) attached to xt nb(t) are frequently used together, in which case I 
include ‘x’ under both Thg and Thp. 
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TEXT DATABASE 

Identification :  Id:   As in Pattern Database. 
    No:   As in Pattern Database. 
Gods: Anubis Ipw:  Spelt out:  s 
      Sign only:  g 

Itp:  tpy Dw=f  x (On his mountain) 
    Inp:  nb tA Dsr  x (Lord of the Sacred Land) 
    Ish:  xnty sH-nTr  x (Foremost of the sacred booth)  
                Iab::::        nb AbDw  x (Lord of Abydos) 
    Ifw:  xnty imntyw        x (Foremost of the Westerners) 
  Wepwawet    
    Wab::::    nb AbDw                x (Lord of Abydos) 
    Wnp:            nb tA Dsr            x (Lord of the Sacred Land) 
    Wna:   nb anx   x (Lord of life) 
    Wfw: xnty imntyw  x (Foremost of the Westerners)  
    Wfa:  xnty AbDw    x (Foremost of Abydos) 
  Osiris Osr:  !

<
H     d (With determinative) 

      !<    n (No determinative) 
Oaa:  nTr aA    x (Great god) 

    Odd:            nb    ddw    1 (Lord of Busiris, various formats)  
      nb dDw    2  
      nb Ddw    3 

nb  DDw    4 
            nb Dd    5    
                        nb Dddw   6 
      nb Dw         7 
    Oab:   nb AbDw   x (Lord of Abydos) 
    Ofw:  xnty imntyw   x (Foremost of the Westerners - 
           includes Osiris-khentimentiu) 
    Onp:  nb pt    x (Lord of Heaven) 
  Others Hkt:      x (Hekat) 
    Hth:      x (Hathor) 
    Khw:    x (Khentimentiu, individually) 
    Khn:     x (Khnum) 
    Dht:      x (Thoth) 
    Hor:       x (Horus) 
    Pth:       x (Ptah) 
    Aab:     x (All the gods of Abydos)  
    Anp:      x (All the gods of the necropolis) 

Note: In referring to the gods, I have made the distinction between ‘Khentimentiu’ as part or 
all of a god’s name and ‘Foremost of the Westerners’ as an epithet depending on whether or 
not there is a determinative after imntyw.  

Formula:   Dif:  di=f or di=sn x (That he/they may give....) 
    Rql::::        i anxw...  x (O you living......) 

Figure 2 (a) 
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Formula (cont):  Own:  n NN   n (To owner, NN the name) 
      n imAxw NN o (To venerated owner) 

n kA n NN  k (To ka of owner) 
       n kA n imAxw NN  i (To ka of venerated owner) 
Offering List:  Prt:  prt-xrw  x (Invocation offerings) 
    Brd:  separate t  x (Bread) 
    Ale:  separate Hnqt x (Beer) 
    Cow::::        kA   x (Oxen) 
    Fow:  Apd   x (Fowl) 
    Ala:  Ss     x (Alabaster) 

Lin:  mnxt    x (Clothing) 
    Inc:  snTr     x (Incense) 
    Oil:  mrHt    x (Oil) 

Lib:  qH     x (Libations) 
    Thg:   xt nb(t) nfr(t) x (Good things) 
    Thp:  xt nb(t) wab(t)  x (Pure things) 
    Gli:  anx nTr im    x (On which the god lives) 

Figure 2 b) 

Tableau Database  
The Tableau Database definition is shown in Figures 3 (a) and 3 (b).  The identification (Id and 
No) are the same as those in the Pattern database. 

• Under the heading Owner and Wife the expressions ‘Together’ and ‘Separate’ refer to 
their position in the tableau, whether seated on the same stool or on individual stools, 
usually on opposite sides of an offering table. Similarly if they are standing on the same 
or opposite sides of a table. 

• The rolls of fat referred to under the heading Man refer to those shown on the man’s 
torso (usually on stelae from Senusret I). 

• The reference to the Woman holding a lotus applies specifically to her holding it to her 
nose. 

• The plinths referred to under the Seat could possibly be part of the legs of the stool to 
ensure stability. The lotus decoration is that decoration at the back of the seat, clearly 
in the form of a lotus flower. 

• The loaves referred to at the head of the Offering Table list are the vertical loaves 
which vary in form from one stela to another and when on short stalks may be 
described as leaves. 

• The loaves listed under Offerings are the circular and conical loaves usually included 
on the table.  

• Relationships between the Friends and Relations and the owner are only recorded 
where they are specified in the inscriptions with little ambiguity; the greater the number 
of figures, the greater the ambiguity of the relationships. 
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TABLEAU DATABASE 

Identification:  Id:   As in Pattern Database. 
    No:   As in Pattern Database 
Tableau type:  Lfw:  Full width    x 

 Lno:  No of registers   N  (N, a digit; registers or 
        left-and-right pairs) 
 Lpr:  Left and right pair  x 

    Ltl:  Top left   x 
 Ltr:  Top right    x 
 Lll:  Lower left   x 
 Llr:  Lower right  x 

Owner and wife:  Tog:   Together    x 
    Sep:  Separate    x 
Man:    Mch:  Seated    x 
    Mst:   Standing    x 
    Mft:   Rolls of fat   x 
    Mbr:   Hand on breast   x 
    Mth:   Hand on thigh   x 
    Mhe:   Hand extended  x 
    Msc:   Cloth in hand  x 
    Mkt:   Short kilt   s 
      Long kilt   l 
      Broad, stiffened kilt b  
    Mwg:  Wig, ears hidden   h 
      Wig, ears exposed e 

Head shorn 
 or close cap n 

    Mcl:   Collar   x 
    Mlt:    Holding lotus  x 
Woman:   Sch:   Seated   x 

 Sst:    Standing   x 
 Skn:  Kneeling   x 

    Slw:   Large wig   x  (With or without lappets) 
    Sss:    Dress (shoulder straps) x 
    Shs:    Hand on man’s 
       shoulder  x 
    Slt:  Holding lotus  x 
Seat:    Pll:  Lion-legged  x 
    Plc:  Low back and cushion x     
    Pli:  Plinths, conical  o  
      Plinths, cylindrical y  
    Plt:  Lotus decoration  x 
    Pma:  Person under  x 
    Pdg:  Dog under   x 
    Ppt:  Pot under   x 
    Pmi:  Mirror under  x 

Figure 3 (a) 
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Offering Table:   Tlo:    Loaves on flat bases x   
    Tle:  Loaves on “stalks” x  
    Twp:  Pot(s) under  x 
    Tps:   Pots in stand under x 
    Tcs:    Censer under   x 
    Teb:   Ewer and basin under  x 
    Tbs:   Basket under   x 
    Tch:  Calf’s head under  x 
Offerings:   Ghb:  Haunch of beef   x 

 Ggo:  Goose    x 
 Gch:  Calf’s head   x 

    Gvg:  Vegetables   x 
Gfr:  Fruit    x 

 Gpt:  Pot(s)   x 
 Glt:  Lotus flower(s)  x 
 Glo:  Loaves   x 

Friends and Relations: 
 Rpa:   Father   x 
 Rma:   Mother   x 
 Rlh:   Lady of the house x 
 Rbr:   Brother(s)   x 
 Rsr:   Sister(s)    x 
 Rso:   Son(s)   x 
 Rdr:   Daughter(s)  x 
 Rfr:    Friend   x 
 Rns:   Nurse   x 

    Rsv:  Servant(s)   x 
  Rmo:   Male offering bearers  x 
  Rms:  Men’s heads shorn  x 
  Rmw:  Men in wigs 
     (short or long)  x 
  Rmk:   Men in short kilts  x 
  Rfo:   Female offering 
     bearers   x 
  Rfw:  Women in long wigs  x 

Figure 3(b) 
 
Miscellaneous Database 

The Miscellaneous Database definition is shown in Figure 4. The identification (Id and No) are 
the same as those in the Pattern database. 

• The list of Titles is by no means exhaustive; titles listed are only those which appear 
relatively frequently and thus might be statistically significant. 

• The wide variety of Biographical information that appears on stelae, and its relative 
scarcity led me to include only the five headings shown. 

• The list of Festivals excludes those which appear only once among the seventy dated 
stelae. 
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• The list of Prayers includes only those which actually appear in the seventy dated 
stelae; it excludes the prt-xrw sequence (Barta, 1968, Prayer 2) as being common 
throughout the Dynasty. 

MISCELLANEOUS DATABASE 

Identification:  Id:   As in Pattern Database. 
    No:   As in Pattern Database. 
Titles:   Xpr:  Prince   x 

 Xco:  Count   x 
 Xsc:  Sole Companion   x 
 Xch:   Chamberlain   x 
 Xst:    Steward   x 

Xhk:  Hallkeeper    x 
 Xsb:   Sealbearer    x 
 Xsm:  Shipmaster   x 
 Xot:   Overseer of Treasury  x 
 Xop:  Overseer of Priests  x 
 Xof:   Overseer of flocks etc x 
 Xog:  Overseer of Granary x 
 Xos:  Overseer of Storehouse x 

Biographical:  Bll:  Beloved of his lord  x 
 Bgc:  Good character traits x 
 Bcw:  Charitable works  x 
 Bmf:  Military feats   x 
 Bct:  Prepared his tomb x 

Festivals:   Fny:  New Year    x 
Fmo:  Month   x 

 Fhm:  Half-month   x 
 Fth:  Thoth   x 
 Fhk:  Haker   x 
 Fwa:  Wag    x 
 Fnp:  Necropolis    x 

Prayers: These are listed by number, as defined by Barta (1968). 
Figure 4 

For convenience in reading the tables of properties, the identity and salient features of each of 
the test stelae are listed in the following table, before the Table of Characteristics.   
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TABLE OF DATED STELAE 

    Each stela in this table is dated by the cartouche which it contains, under the conditions                                                                       
defined in Chapter 3. Some of the titles here are abbreviations. 

Stela 
Identification 

Owner’s Name Owner’s Title Reigning King 

Abydos 6 Senusret Hallkeeper Senusret III 
Alnwick 1932 Dedu Steward Senusret I 
Berlin 1190 Illegible Illegible Amenemhat II 
Berlin 1192 Djebaus Steward Senusret I 
Berlin 1198 Khenemes Army scribe Amenemhat III 
Berlin 1199 Dediku Steward Senusret I 
BM101 Nebpu-senusret Keeper of diadem  Senusret III 
BM233 Ankef Coppersmith Amenemhat III 
BM256 Senefru Chamberlain Amenemhat II 
BM257 Sobek-hetep Distributor Senusret II 
BM258 Seth-em-saf Steward of palace Amenemhat IV 
BM557 Seusret-senbu Steward Amenemhat III 
BM562 Intef None stated Senusret I 
BM567 Amenemhat Overseer  Amenemhat II 
BM572 Intef Chamberlain Senusret I 
BM573 Djaa Hallkeeper Senusret II 
BM574 Semti Chamberlain Amenemhat II 
BM575 Onuris-nakht Steward of barley  Senusret III 
BM576 Senitef Chamberlain Amenemhat II 
BM583 Sehetep-ib Steward Amenemhat II 
BM586 Ity Master of secrets Senusret I 
BM827 Sediu Master of ships Amenemhat III 
BM828 Sa-montu Royal scribe Amenemhat II 
BM829 Min-nefer Chamberlain Amenemhat II 
BM831 Sobek-hetep Chamber attendant Senusret III 
BM1290 Sa-montu Senior keeper Amenemhat III 
Bos 13.3844 Sen-ankh Guardsman Amenemhat III 
Bos 13.3967 Intef Prince Amenemhat III 
Carlsberg 
A682 

Nebpu Hallkeeper Senusret II 

CG20019 Senusret Chief retainer Senusret III 
CG20025 Ipu Count Amenemhat II 
CG20026 Sobek-dedu Chamberlain Senusret I 
CG20127 Ii Hallkeeper Senusret III 
CG20131 Imeny None stated Amenemhat II 
CG20140 Ii-kher-nefret Treasurer Amenemhat III 
CG20231 Senbi Scribe Amenemhat III 
CG20239 Senusret Hallkeeper Amenemhat II 
CG20515 Nakht Goldsmith Senusret I 
CG20516 Intef None stated Senusret I 
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Stela 
Identification 

Owner’s Name Owner’s Title Reigning King 

CG20518 Khnum-nakht Overseer Senusret I 
CG20531 Kheper-ka-ra Chamberlain Amenemhat II 
CG20536 Sobek-em-saf Steward Amenemhat III 
CG20538 Seheteb-ib-ra Deputy overseer Amenemhat III 
CG20539 Montu-hetep Prince, count Senusret I 
CG20541 Amenemhat  Steward Amenemhat II 
CG20542 Intef Steward Senusret I 
CG20686 Seneferu-ptah None stated Senusret III 
CG20691 Illegible Chief scribe Amenemhat III 
CG20702 Khau-ka-ra King Senusret III 
CG20733 Montu-aa Prince, count Senusret III 
CG20773 Illegible Illegible Amenemhat III 
Florence 2506 Senbi Scribe Amenemhat III 
GLWAF35 Wepwawet-aa Overseer of priests Amenemhat II 
Hanover 2927 Amenemhat Overseer of cattle Amenemhat II 
LA A5141 Shen  Sculptor Senusret I 
Leiden V2 Em-hat Prince, count Senusret I 
Leiden V3 Imeny Scribe of fields Senusret I 
Louvre C1 Nesu-montu General Senusret I 
Louvre C2 Horus Overseer  Senusret I 
Louvre C3 Mery Assist. sealbearer Senusret I 
Louvre C5 Sa-satis Chamberlain Amenemhat III 
Louvre C6 Kefnen Steward Amenemhat III 
Louvre C7 Senusret Assistant overseer Amenemhat IV 
Louvre C166 Sa-sopdu Chamberlain Senusret I 
Marseille 22 Senusret-seneb None stated Amenemhat III 
Met 12.184 Montu-weser Steward Senusret I 
Rio 627 Senusret-iunefer Overseer Senusret III 
Rio 645 Werhep-renef-seneb Necklace-maker Amenemhat IV 
Tub 464 Khuy Hallkeeper Amenemhat IV 
UCC14429 Illegible Overseer of ships Senusret III 
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